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the eurocut 56 is a 40-mm cutting machine that can cut from 0.4mm up to 5.5mm thick materials. this steel cutter is designed for cutting with a knife, but can also be used for sharpening small knives. the eurocut 56 comes with an ergo-lube, work towel and an indicator guide. the eurocut clu is a 40-mm cutting machine. it is designed for cutting with a knife and cutting
materials up to 5.5mm thick. the eurocut clu is a light duty cutter that can cut paper up to a4 size. the eurocut clu is available as a manual machine or a fully automatic machine. it comes with an ergo-lube, work towel and an indicator guide. the eurocut gdl is a 40-mm cutting machine. it is designed for cutting with a knife and cutting materials up to 5.5mm thick. the

eurocut gdl is a light duty cutter that can cut paper up to a4 size. the eurocut gdl is available as a manual machine or a fully automatic machine. it comes with an ergo-lube, work towel and an indicator guide. the eurocut professional 8 is a 40-mm cutting machine. it is designed for cutting with a knife and cutting materials up to 5.5mm thick. the eurocut professional 8 is a
light duty cutter that can cut paper up to a4 size. the eurocut professional 8 is available as a manual machine or a fully automatic machine. it comes with an ergo-lube, work towel and an indicator guide. the eurocut guillotine is a high-quality, user-friendly, programmable guillotine that has been developed to help maximize operator productivity and efficiency. the eurocut
52 guillotine offers a new level of strength and performance to the printing industry, with the added benefit of being used for serialization and book block cuts. with an automated program, it is the perfect guillotine for companies who want the high quality of an f. dick steel at an economical price. with a fully programmable touch screen and up to 100 jobs programming,

the eurocut 52 guillotine allows for storage of any cut job. its many safety features include an ir safety curtain on the front table, a safety cover on the rear table, electronically controlled two-hand operation, and automatic blade and clamp return from every position.
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klean machine is a family-owned and operated enterprise that has been manufacturing and supplying cutters for more than 60 years, to the world market. we are able to provide better quality cutters at a competitive price because of our own production facilities, our extended experience and the wide availability of the latest tools and techniques. with the eurocut
professional series, we are extending our product range to meet the growing demand for cutters with high-quality cutters and cutting accuracy. we are your partner in bringing cutting technology to the next level. eurocut basic is a powerful text editor that allows entering the cap height is a precondition for the professional use of fonts in sign making. the basic version is

equipped with all tools that are needed for foil signage and print & cut jobs. it is recommended for sign makers who are looking for an autonomous sign making program with text editor, users who want to make sketch, layout, and more. with the same baseboard construction and built to last feel of the flagship professional range, the eurocut will provide years of safe,
trouble-free cutting. each eurocut is now screen-printed with a very useful 10mm grid, a size indicators and two additional metric/imperial scale bars. eurocut rotary cutter designed for medium volume requirements in the office or at school, the machine will cleanly and safely cut a variety of materials up to 2.0mm thickness. with the same baseboard construction and built

to last feel of the flagship professional range, the eurocut will provide years of safe, trouble-free cutting. each eurocut is now screen-printed with a very useful 10mm grid, a size indicators and two additional metric/imperial scale bars. 5ec8ef588b
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